GPS provides reliable long-term navigation information but requires a direct line of sight between the GPS receiver and GPS satellites. On the other hand, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) offers continuous autonomous navigation information, but its accuracy degrades over time due to the cumulative errors of the inertial sensors.

The integration of GPS’s long-term stable accuracy with the continuous but short-term accuracy of an inertial navigation system (INS) can provide accurate and uninterrupted positioning for many difficult navigation scenarios. Land vehicle navigation is, in fact, one of the most challenging navigation modes because GPS signal quality degrades significantly when a vehicle goes through urban canyons or forest canopies. Moreover, GPS signals — and, consequently, positioning information — can be completely lost when, for example, a vehicle goes through a tunnel or passes under a bridge.

With the development of low-cost, microelectromechanical (MEMS) inertial sensors and GPS technology, integrated INS/GPS systems are beginning to meet the growing demands of lower cost, smaller size, and seamless navigation solutions for land vehicles. Although MEMS inertial sensors are very inexpensive compared to conventional sensors, their cost (especially MEMS gyros) is still not acceptable for many low-end civilian applications, such as commercial car navigation or personal location systems.

In an ideal case, three accelerometers and three gyroscopes — that is, a complete IMU — should be part of the IMU to faithfully portray the three-dimensional motions of a vehicle. However, the unremitting drive to reduce the cost to consumers of vehicle navigation systems has led to the development of simplified sensor configurations. Gyroscopes are usually more expensive than accelerometers in an IMU MEMS. For example, when purchased in bulk, a MEMS gyro chip currently costs about $10 per axis or a total of $30 for a three-dimensional IMU, not including other hardware, electronics, or digital signal processor, which is not acceptable for many applications.
sections. An efficient way to reduce the expense of these systems is to reduce the number of IMUs and, therefore, to use a partial IMU (ParIMU) configuration.

For land vehicular use, the most important gyroscope is the vertical gyro that senses the heading of the vehicle. As a result, considerable research has recently been directed towards finding ways to minimize gyroscope usage in the INS or even developing gyro-free INS systems.

The most commonly used ParIMU consists of one vertical gyro to detect the heading and two or three horizontal accelerometers for determining the velocity of a vehicle. The accuracy of such partial IMUs will definitely be less than the accuracy of a full IMU. Consequently, the following key questions arise: is the degradation in accuracy acceptable considering the reduction of cost, can we use the same full IMU processing techniques with ParIMUs, and can we improve the accuracy of the partial IMU using other aiding sources during GPS signals outages?

This article will address these questions based on some of the recent development and testing conducted by the Mobile Multi-Sensor Systems (MMSS) Research Group at the University of Calgary. In particular, we will compare the use of one- and two-gyroscope IMUs integrated with GPS as well as the potential benefit of exploiting other data on vehicle dynamics, such as the odometer outputs, to improve positioning solutions while minimizing costs.

Navigation Algorithm

An aided INS toolbox for integrating GPS and full IMU data will be used to investigate the potential of using partial IMU data for land vehicle navigation applications. Because the toolbox software assumes the availability of full IMU data for its INS mechanization and navigational algorithms to work adequately, this article will introduce the use of a “pseudo signal” to replace the missing inertial signals, which will be discussed later.

The use of the full IMU mechanization and navigational algorithms for processing a partial IMU saves development and cost by using the same standard INS mechanization and navigational algorithms. It also allows us to estimate the full navigation solution in three dimensions (3D), regardless of the partial inertial sensors being used — that is, the technique can work with any sub-optimal partial IMU data.

The aided INS toolbox developed at the University of Calgary provides the flexibility to deal with different grades of INS while incorporating multiple aiding sources, such as GPS, odometer, and heading sensor. The software allows users to set various processing configurations, e.g., selecting different alignment modes, simulating GPS outages, etc.

The toolbox also has special functionality to deal with the large uncertainty of MEMS inertial sensors that are typically used in civilian navigation applications. These special functionalities will be briefly described in the following section.

For a complete algorithm description, including mechanization equations and error models derivations, the reader is advised to consult the author’s articles in the March 2006 and April 2007 issues of *Inside GNSS*. For details on the general KF recursive estimation equations, please consult the publications by A. Gelb and R. G. Brown and P. Y. C. Hwang listed in the Additional Resources section at the end of this article.

INS Mechanization

The IMU mechanization (navigation) equations of the toolbox are developed in the navigation frame (n-frame), north-east-down (NED), which is usually known as the local-level frame (LLF). This frame was chosen because it is easy to visualize the navigation solution (e.g., position, velocity, and attitude) in the local level frame, which is very beneficial for error analysis. Moreover, land-vehicle navigation systems mainly operate within a limited area on the ground, which typically represents a local-level frame.

The corresponding body frame (b-frame) was chosen as forward-right-down. A quaternion algorithm is used to compute the attitude in order to have a high computation performance (i.e., small computation burden and high stability). Figure 1 shows the INS mechanization structure where all symbols in the figure are defined in the legend.

Kalman Filter

To estimate an optimal navigation solution, the output of the INS mechanization (i.e., position, velocity, and attitude information) needs to be integrated with the position (and velocity) solution from
GPS. The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is the most popular estimation technique for such integration. In the EKF, the INS errors are updated by the difference between GPS and INS solution.

Compared to the bias error, the effect of the scale factor error is relatively small; consequently, the latter errors are not included in the state vector. The KF error state vector used in aided INS toolbox is, therefore, a 15-state vector, as follows:

$$\mathbf{x} = \begin{bmatrix} \delta \mathbf{r}^n \\ \delta \mathbf{v}^b \\ \mathbf{e}^n \\ \mathbf{d} \\ \mathbf{b} \end{bmatrix}$$

where

- $\delta \mathbf{r}^n$ is position error vector of INS mechanization
- $\delta \mathbf{v}^b$ is velocity error vector of INS mechanization
- $\mathbf{e}^n$ is attitude error vector of INS mechanization
- $\mathbf{d}$ is the bias vector of gyros
- $\mathbf{b}$ is the bias vector of accelerometers

The dynamic equations of the basic states (i.e. $\delta \mathbf{r}^n$, $\delta \mathbf{v}^b$ and $\mathbf{e}^n$) are obtained by linearizing the INS mechanization equations. For inertial sensor biases error models, they are represented using stochastic processes. (See the publication by S. Nassar in Additional Resources for more details about various INS stochastic error models.) The toolbox uses the most commonly model for inertial sensor biases, a first-order Gauss-Markov model.

The corresponding spectral density matrix $Q$ of the state noises is set as:

$$Q = \begin{bmatrix} q_{\text{position}} & I_{3x3} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & q_{\text{velocity}} & I_{3x3} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & q_{\text{attitude}} & I_{3x3} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & q_{\text{gyros}} & I_{3x3} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & q_{\text{accel}} & I_{3x3} \end{bmatrix}$$

GPS position and velocity are used as the KF update measurements in the IMU/GPS integration filter. However, in the research described in this article, GPS velocities are not used as updates because most of the newly developed, low-cost GPS chips — which will be chosen by most users for vehicle navigation applications in the future — will not have velocity output.

Therefore, the measurements vector for the KF will be the position difference between the MEMS IMU (derived from the mechanization equations) and GPS positions $\mathbf{r}_{GPS}$, that is,

$$\mathbf{z} = \mathbf{r}_{\text{MEMS}} - \mathbf{r}_{GPS}$$

Figure 2 presents a block diagram of the developed navigation algorithm in which the $\hat{\ }$ symbol means estimated or compensated quantities. The estimated gyros and accelerometers biases are fed back, as compensation, to the IMU raw measurements every time it is updated.

**Vehicle Dynamic Information**

The non-holonomic constraint (NHC) is applied to further improve the navigation performance. Here, NHC refers to the fact that, unless the vehicle jumps off the ground or slides on the ground, the velocity of the vehicle in the plane perpendicular to the forward direction is almost zero. This constraint can be regarded as velocity update (zero update) along the cross-track and vertical axis of the vehicle:

$$\begin{cases} v^y_x = 0 \\ v^z_x = 0 \end{cases}$$

where

- $b =$ body frame
- $y =$ sideways component of the velocity
- $z =$ vertical component of the velocity

As evident from Equation 4, the velocity has to be converted into the vehicle frame to apply these NHC. Consequently, the alignment of the inertial system with the vehicle body is of prime importance when NHCs are applied. The computed velocity in the body frame can be expressed as:

$$\mathbf{v}^b = \mathbf{\hat{C}}^n_b \mathbf{v}^n$$

where $n$ is the navigation frame and $\mathbf{\hat{C}}^n_b$ is the rotation matrix from the navigation frame to the body frame.

Considering only the first order error terms, the corresponding error equation is

$$\delta \mathbf{v}^b \equiv \mathbf{\hat{C}}^n_b \delta \mathbf{v}^n - \mathbf{\hat{C}}^n_x \left( \mathbf{v}^n \times \mathbf{\epsilon}^n \right)$$

where

- $\delta \mathbf{v}^b = \begin{bmatrix} \delta v^b_x \\ \delta v^b_y \\ \delta v^b_z \end{bmatrix}$

- $\delta \mathbf{v}^n = \text{residual errors in the velocity vector}$

- $\mathbf{\epsilon}^n = \text{residual errors in the direction cosine matrix used to rotate the navigation frame to the body frame}$

The measurement equation can be constructed from the second and third rows of Equation 6 as
\[ \mathbf{z}_k = \begin{bmatrix} \delta v^*_x \\ \delta v^*_y \end{bmatrix} \]

and

\[
\mathbf{H}_k = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & C_{12} & C_{22} & C_{32} & -v_p C_{22} + v_s C_{32} & v_p C_{12} - v_N C_{32} & -v_s C_{12} + v_N C_{22} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & C_{13} & C_{23} & C_{33} & -v_p C_{23} + v_s C_{33} & v_p C_{13} - v_N C_{33} & -v_s C_{13} + v_N C_{23}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where the first three columns of the H matrix corresponds to the position errors in the state vector, the second set of three columns corresponds to the velocity errors, and the last set corresponds to the angular displacements with the \( C_{xx} \) terms computed from Equation 9:

\[
C^*_a = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} & C_{12} & C_{13} \\
C_{21} & C_{22} & C_{23} \\
C_{31} & C_{32} & C_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The estimated errors are then fed back to correct the INS mechanization solution as shown in Figure 3.

**Vehicle Frame Measurements**

Complementing the NHC, the odometer (or anti-lock braking system “ABS”) signal can be regarded as the velocity update along the forward (along-track) direction, as follows:

\[
v^*_a = v_{\text{odom}}
\]

where \( v^*_a \) is velocity projection in the body frame along forward direction and \( v_{\text{odom}} \) is the derived speed from the odometer signals.

To satisfy the condition as closely as possible, wheel sensors need to be installed on rear wheels if the front wheels are used for steering. Then, the relationship between the velocity of the vehicle at the center of the IMU, \( V^*_n \), and that at the wheel, \( V^*_\text{odom} \), can be expressed as

\[
V^*_\text{odom} = C^*_a C_n^b V^*_n + C^*_a \Omega^b \text{odom} \]

where \( \lambda^b \text{odom} \) is the lever-arm vector of the wheel sensor in the b-frame. Equation 11 will be disturbed if significant slips exist. Therefore, the NHC and the odometer signal comprise a com-
complete three-dimensional velocity update in the vehicle (body) frame:

\[
\mathbf{v}^+ = \begin{bmatrix} v_{edom} \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

Note that these two updates should be applied at the contact point of the wheel where the odometer sensor was installed. Lever-arm conversion between this point and the reference point is necessary before applying the updates.

We also need to consider possible misalignment between the IMU frame and the vehicle frame, where the velocity constraint applies. In the same fashion as the other update measurements, these two components of aiding information have errors.

Vehicle sliding and bumping will violate the NHC and affect the accuracy of the odometer. Therefore, an appropriate error level, i.e., the covariance matrix of the update measurements, should be assigned and tuned to achieve the optimal effect.

**Partial IMUs**

The most popular partial IMU configuration for land vehicles consists of one heading gyro (Gz) plus two horizontal accelerometers (Ax and Ay), which we denote as 1G2A. This design is based on the fact that the removed sensors provide minimal navigation information for land vehicles. For example, the vertical accelerometer (Az) mainly outputs constant gravity plus vehicle bumps, while the roll and pitch gyros (Gx and Gy) are mainly sensing the angular bumping of the vehicle. Besides, land vehicle navigation normally concentrates on the horizontal location rather than the vertical height.

Considering that MEMS gyros are the most expensive IMU component, the 1G2A configuration can reduce the sensor cost by 50 to 65 percent. Another possible partial IMU configuration is 1G3A, which includes one vertical gyro and the full triad of accelerometers. In the following section, we will show the gain of adding the extra accelerometer.

Conventional methods to process the ParIMU signal develop a specific simplified INS mechanization and Kalman filter. The other way to process the ParIMU data without having to change the navigation algorithms introduced in the previous section is to introduce pseudo sensors (or pseudo signals) for the missing sensors. This then allows us to process the ParIMU data using standard GPS/INS navigation algorithms, which are designed to process the full IMU signals. Concretely, we replace the omitted sensor signals with pseudo signals, which are constant zero for the horizontal gyros (i.e., Gx and Gy) and constant local gravity for the vertical accelerometer. We then feed these into the standard GPS/INS algorithm together with the real sensor signals (as shown in Figure 4).

To be used in the KF algorithm, a pseudo signal has to satisfy the KF Gaussian white noise requirements. This can be accomplished by calculating the spectral density \( Q \), described in Equation 2, of the pseudo signal error by using the standard deviation (STD) of the signal and the bandwidth (BW) of the

**FIGURE 4** Principle of the ParIMU processing algorithm based on pseudo sensors

**FIGURE 5** Field trial trajectory and MEMS-based inertial sensor signals in a typical land vehicle environment
IMU. For example, this can be calculated for the accelerometers $q_{\text{accel}}$ as follows:

$$\sqrt{q_{\text{accel}}} = \frac{\text{STD}_{\text{accel}}}{\sqrt{\text{BW}_{\text{IMU}}}} \tag{13}$$

**Figure 5** shows the trajectory and the signals from the accelerometers and gyros that are typical for land vehicles. This figure reveals some important facts that support the idea of using partial IMUs. First, because land vehicles mainly run on flat roads, the output of the vertical (z-axis) accelerometer is primarily composed of the local gravity plus the addition of road vibrations or undulations. As a result, because it seems to carry less navigation information, the z-axis accelerometer can be excluded to save cost and size of the system.

The second conclusion that can be made about the two MEMS horizontal gyros is that their signals can be regarded as zero mean white noise. Hence, both horizontal gyros contribute very little important navigation information and, consequently, these sensors may be excluded from the full IMU configuration to save cost and reduce the size of the navigation system.

For the vertical accelerometer signal, the values for the $\text{STD}_{\text{accel}}$ and $\text{BW}_{\text{IMU}}$ are 0.45 m/s$^2$ and 50.0 Hz, respectively. Substituting these values in Equation 13, can be obtained as

$$\sqrt{q_{\text{accel}}} = \frac{\text{STD}_{\text{accel}}}{\sqrt{\text{BW}_{\text{IMU}}}} = \frac{0.45 \text{ m/s}^2}{\sqrt{50.0 \text{ Hz}}} = 0.064 \text{ m/s}/\sqrt{s} \tag{14}$$

This value can be then be used to set the relevant KF parameter, i.e., the component in the spectral density matrix (Q, Equation 2) that corresponds to the noise of the pseudo signal. Similarly, the spectral densities of the two pseudo gyros ($q_{\text{gyro}}$) can be obtained using a similar formula that considers the gyro signals.

A minor issue of this processing method is that the actual error of the pseudo signals may not be mainly white noise. In this case, other error components may mislead the KF and cause divergence of the solution especially during GPS signal outage periods. However, in the worst case scenario, the pseudo signal parameters in the KF — that is, their corresponding components in the spectral density matrix — can be set large enough so that these pseudo signals will not take effect in the navigation algorithm.

**Results and Analysis**

To demonstrate the performance of the partial IMUs, the proposed pseudo signal, and the processing method, two ParIMU configurations, namely, 1G2A and 1G3A, will be compared to the full IMU results through a field testing of a land vehicle. The test includes the MEMS IMU/GPS navigation system developed by the MMSS group at the University of Calgary, a self-developed MEMS IMU, and a high-precision GPS receiver integrated with a navigation-grade IMU.

A differential GPS/navigation-grade IMU configuration provided the reference solution (i.e., true values) for the MEMS system analysis. **Figure 6** shows the test trajectory. The full IMU and partial IMU configurations are processed incorporating single-point GPS (SPGPS) position data. Short-term GPS signal outages (10 and 30 seconds) were simulated to evaluate the performance of the various IMU configurations in stand-alone mode. The analysis of the results also address the three questions defined at the outset of this article:

Is the degradation in accuracy with a ParIMU worth considering given the reduction of cost? Two different ways were used to answer this question. The first approach compared the position and attitude drifts of the two ParIMU configurations during GPS signal outages with drift performance of the full IMU (the benchmark for the analysis). The second method compared the percentage of the drift to the traveled distance (which is much easier to understand, especially for land vehicle navigation applications).

Can we use the same full-IMU processing techniques with partial IMUs? The answer to this question comes from a straightforward comparison of the results of partial IMU configurations and the full (i.e., three-axis) IMU while GPS signals were available.

Can we improve the accuracy of the partial IMU using other aiding sources during the absence of GPS signals? For this question, we processed GPS/inertial data while applying NHC and odometer updates.

**Figure 7** shows the mean positional errors (along-track, cross-track, and 2D) obtained during two GPS signal outage periods (10 and 30 seconds). **Figure 8** displays the corresponding results when the NHCs were applied. Both figures confirm that the performance of both ParIMU configurations (1G2A and 1G3A) is almost the same. Therefore, the next analysis of the potential of partial IMUs concentrates only on the 1G2A configuration.
We should emphasize here, however, that the successful implementation of any of the partial IMU configurations, 3A1G or 2HA1G, assumes that the two horizontal accelerometers are “horizontal,” that is, leveled when NHC is not applied. When applying NHCs, the system should be leveled within an angle of +/- 5 degrees.

Any tilting beyond these limits will substantially worsen the obtained accuracy. For more details on the degradation of navigation accuracy due to poorly aligned inertial sensors, readers may consult the paper by Z. Syed et alia cited in Additional Resources.

Finally, the summary of the different MEMS sensor configurations (full IMU, 1G2A, and 1G3A) performance (as a percent of position errors over traveled distance) during the various kinematic GPS outage periods (10, 30, and 60 seconds) is given in Table 1 and Table 2, for the two cases: without and with applying NHC, respectively. Table 1 and Table 2 reflect the remarkable effect of applying NHC on the cross-track position errors where the $(dP/D)$ percentages are in the levels of 1, 1.3, and 3 percent for the 10-, 30- and 60-second GPS outage periods, respectively.

The results of the full IMU and 1G2A ParIMU integrated with SPGPS are shown in Figure 9A and B. The upper subplot in each figure shows the position error during eight 30-second simulated GPS signal outages, while the lower subplots show the attitude errors. The figure clearly indicates that for the full IMU large position drifts occur during GPS signal blockages, which is typical for MEMS systems. The azimuth has some drift error, which is caused by the lack of kinematics and the GPS signal loss.

Compared to the full IMU, the 1G2A ParIMU configuration results in Figure 9B shows that the position drifts much faster after losing GPS; the roll and pitch errors get much noisier and have some small linear drifts; and the heading drift becomes larger.

These degradations can be explained by the omitted inertial sensors. The missing roll and pitch gyros make the system unable to track the quick tilt-angle changes. The tilt error then projects the incorrect projection of the gravity in the horizontal plane, which then generates velocity and position drifts whenever the GPS signal is lost. Because the three axis attitude angles are coupled, degraded roll and pitch also affect the azimuth estimation.
Figure 10 A and B show the corresponding results when applying the NHC. As expected for the full IMU, NHC helps to suppress the position drift during GPS signal outages and also constrains the azimuth drift significantly. These improvements can also be observed for the IG2A ParIMU configuration results. But the position drifts of the IG2A ParIMU configuration are still larger than those of the full IMU, and the roll and pitch errors are still noisy.

Note that the slight linear drift of pitch in Figure 9-B disappears in Figure 10-B, which indicates the observability of NHC to the pitch angle. Some small position biases (several meters) can be noticed, which are due to the use of SPGPS. For the ParIMU with NHC, the performance is fairly acceptable for some land vehicle navigation applications.

The odometer update is then applied together with the NHC. Figure 11 shows the RMS error performance of 1G2A ParIMU and full IMU configurations with NHC and odometer updates during 30-second GPS signal outages. Figure 11-A clearly shows that the position drifts during GPS gaps are further reduced.

The results can be summarized as follows:

1. When a GPS update is available, the position error is dominated by the GPS component, and both the Full IMU and ParIMU have the same level of position error; but the attitude of ParIMU is much worse than the full IMU.
2. When the GPS signals are blocked, the position drift of the ParIMU is much larger than the full IMU.
3. NHC and odometer can suppress the position drift and the azimuth error of the ParIMU significantly, similar to the full IMU.
4. The more aiding information used, the less difference between full IMU and ParIMU, since the system solution in these cases counts on the IMU less.

However, compared to the full IMU, the IG2A ParIMU configuration has obvious degradations, but the navigation accuracy is still acceptable for some commercial applications that consider cost as the main concern and can afford some performance degradation.

**Summary and Conclusions**

This research attempted to meet the two challenges of the current MEMS Inertial/GPS navigation systems, i.e. reducing the cost and improving the performance, by introducing a partial IMU (ParIMU) configuration, and applying two different methods to improve the navigation performance of partial IMUs through the use of additional information (NHC and odometer).

Testing of a ParIMU configuration consisting of one vertical gyro and two horizontal accelerometers (IG2A) can reduce the inertial sensor cost by 50 to 65 percent, while maintaining an acceptable navigation performance with some external aiding (NHC and odometer update) which proved to be a very promising design for land-vehicle navigation applications.

**Manufacturers**

The toolbox software used to analyze the results of the research described in this article is the Aided Inertial Navigation System Toolbox (AINS) for Matlab Software developed by the Mobile Multi-Sensor Systems (MMSS) Research Group at the University of Calgary. An OEM 4 receiver from NovAtel, Inc., Calgary, Alberta, Canada, coupled with the CIMU navigation-grade IMU from...
Honeywell Inc. was used as the benchmark “truth” system for the tests. The full and partial IMUs developed by the MMSS group incorporated ADXL105 accelerometers and ADXRS150 gyroscopes from Analog Devices Inc. (ADI), Norwood, Massachusetts, USA.
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